
August 11, 2020 

St. Clare of Assisi 
 

I had not intended to write a Journal for today because of my early departure time for the airport. 

But yesterday, I suddenly realized that today was the feast of St. Clare of Assisi. On this day when 

the Church honors the memory of Saint Clare, I’ll be returning to the humble home in Haiti 

named in her honor…Santa Chiara. The symbolism energizes me, compels me to more fully 

commit myself to my Franciscan vocation and ministry to the poor. 
 

Clare is the saint of silence. While Francis craved and loved solitude, he was essentially a man of 

bold, dramatic, and symbolic actions. Clare, on the other hand, was a woman of deep silence and 

solitude. She had an unceasing hunger for time alone with Christ in private prayer. The Poor 

Clares’ spent the bulk of their day in communal and isolated prayer; yet, it was never enough for 

Clare. While her sisters slept, she would quietly and discreetly slip away to spend uninterrupted 

time before the Blessed Sacrament. Her only desire was perfect union with God. When lost in 

prayer, Clare was oblivious to everything around her. For us, her life of prayer seems like a waste, 

and even useless. Yet, in those endless hours of intimate prayer, she reached a degree of simplicity 

and satisfaction that we can’t even imagine. As her death drew near, she thanked God for having 

created her. Can you even imagine that being your last conscious thought? I can’t. 
 

Francis and Clare had a love for each other that we can’t understand and doubt we could ever 

experience. Between them there was no calculation, no interest in self-satisfaction. What was 

happening between them was pure and innocent. Within us we each long for such a friendship, 

such a love. Their love for each other was not based on a mutual attraction or some mysterious 

yet natural affinity. Their love was far removed from our romantic ideas of love. They didn’t melt 

when then looked at each other; they didn’t crave to hold hands or touch each other. What 

attracted them was their mutual desire to know and embrace God. Seeking God was their bond. 

Francis and Clare both heard God calling them…because they both truly listened for the silent 

voice of God.  
 

Francis and Clare came to understand that true happiness and inner freedom comes with union 

with God. And union with God comes not through human power but through human weakness. 

But we have this deep-seated and misguided need for power, to be in control. When pain and 

suffering visits us, we realize we are not in control, and we are powerless over much of what 

happens every day. We fear suffering because it strips us of our ability to control our lives. When 

suffering embraces us we slowly are able to see through the illusion of control and surrender 

control of our lives to God. In other words, suffering is a tool, albeit unwanted, that helps us let 

go of all the things—such as our desire for power, prestige, and possessions—that block us from 

entering into a deeper relationship with God. 
 

Francis and Clare were more than just friends; they were partners in forming a bold new way of 

living the gospel by embracing voluntary poverty. Together they formed the foundation of 

Franciscan spirituality. For Francis and Clare, poverty was more than just not having things. More 

to the point poverty was their admission of how powerless they were to save themselves. They 

both recognized that only God could save them and bring them to the fullness of being. Voluntary 



physical poverty was, in their estimation, the best way of creating the empty space within 

themselves that God longed to fill. St. Francis never tired of saying how Christ emptied himself 

for our salvation. So self-emptying became part of the process St. Francis used to deepen his 

relationship with God, who was in Francis’ eyes All Good. Francis and Clare believed that 

detachment from one’s self, from one’s will, and even from material goods led to authentic gospel 

freedom. 
 

Francis and Clare let go of their fear of suffering. They saw their own smallness and their need 

for the largeness of God. They were able to lose themselves and be recreated in the image of God. 

In the language of Thomas Merton, they let go of their false selves and became their true selves, 

the persons they were meant to be in the heart of God. Inwardly transformed, Francis and Clare 

were then able to heal others; they became instruments of God’s love and peace. For Francis and 

Clare, voluntary poverty and authentic humility became the most direct road to God. The way of 

the cross became the way of perfection. They trusted fully in God, they knew true liberation, 

which enabled them to be in communion with all of creation. 
 

St. Bonaventure, the great mystical theologian and early successor of St. Francis of Assisi, said St. 

Clare “was the first flower in Francis’ garden, and she shone like a radiant star, fragrant as a 

flower blossoming white and pure in springtime.” No one captured the heart and spirit of St. 

Francis’ message more than St. Clare, and no one ever came closer in following or reaching the 

Franciscan ideal than she. Echoing St. Bonaventure, Johannes Jörgensen, an influential biographer 

of St. Francis, called her “the flower of the Franciscan Order.” St. Clare understood St. Francis 

better and loved him more than anyone else. She was, in short, his soulmate. She died fighting to 

keep his dream alive. But that is only part of her story. Francis and Clare: theirs is a love story of 

extraordinary—even divine—proportions. 
 

For many reasons, Clare became hidden in Francis’ shadow. Of course, in her deep humility, this 

did not bother her in the least. As the dream to help abandoned kids in Haiti became a reality, I 

realized that many people had little knowledge of Saint Clare, whose name in her native Italian 

was Chiara. I was introduced to Saint Clare while writing my first book on Saint Francis, The Sun 

& Moon Over Assisi. Telling Francis’ story gobbled up so many pages of that 605-page book, there 

was little room left to dig to deeply into the life of Clare. My second book on Saint Francis, The 

Loneliness and Longing of Saint Francis, never mentions Clare because of the page count restrictions 

imposed upon the book. Nonetheless, I felt drawn to Clare and had great admiration for her. 

When I found myself having to explain who Clare was and why I wanted to name the children’s 

center after her I had the idea of writing a short book on her life and influence on St. Francis and 

Franciscan spirituality. I had hoped the book would present an overview of her life and struggles, 

her importance to Franciscan spirituality, and a glimpse into her devotion to contemplation. I 

tackled the project with my normal burst of boundless enthusiasm, but the stress and workload 

of caring for so many kids in such a hostile environment left no time or energy to complete the 

book, which I had titled The Shining Light.  
 

The next page features the cover of the last draft of The Shining Light manuscript which I no longer 

feel compelled to complete. My writing is moving into a far different direction. 
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